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Introduction

>1v

,. -The purpose of this paper is to provide a few general consideratifeijS-

to be taken into account in a discussion of the.; tax aspects of an ■■■'

^export promotion policy* Very, often, discussions on the subject are "

restricted to a rather technical survey of possible tax incentives "to'- ~

exports. "Where this is the case, the scope of such a discussion risks

being a limited one, in the sense that rules are proposed which, on

the one hand, aim at a short-term promotion of exports without

taking into account that the term "exports11 oovers a wide variety of:

^a^.actions involving the sale of domestic products te foreign

■countries, and which, on the other hand, are not based on the

general principles of the prevailing tax system of the country ■ .-;v

introducing such measures. .

-\ - • .

This paper aims at dealing with the subject- within somewhat

broader framework and from the angle5 of the overall tax system, at

the: same time indicating where different types of exports may lead ^

to different solutions. In taking this road, it does not give' '.,'' ^

practical solutions. The author hopes, however, that it may ^'

ap^roaefe which contributes to a realistic discussion" on a'inatfter

for -developing countries is of -prime importance*

.1. overall tax system and its significance for pricing

Under modern taxation theories, developed, inter alia, in ( j.(

Germany and the Netherlands, a distinction is made between oost

increasing ancLnon^cost increasing taxes. To a large, extent, this

^distinction runs parallel with the terms indirect and direct ta^s, : ;

though both sets of terms are not necessarily synonimous. .: . *•*

The effect,of cost increasing taxes is that they are reflected in

prices. ;They constitute a cost element to manufacturers and tsadeacsri';'

Whov must Jt^y to recofer them by shifting them on to their customers, -. ■■>

as is the case with all other cost factors* ;':-,''-.' (v-

When market conditions are favourable for the sellers, there

will t|e no-difficulty in the shifting of all oost factors inoluding

the taxes concerned. In a buyers1 market, competition will

,bepome heavy and marginal enterprises will make no profit or

a very small one, or they may even i&our a loss, part of which is

caused by the rtaxes paid by them.

V'v
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A particular type of indirect tax is designed in such a manner that it -

at least in theory— does not constitute a oost element to manufacturers and

traders but nevertheless increases prices. This is the Value Added Tax.

Where goods are not sold, tax paid on input is refunded. Where the goods

are sold at lower pricesf the tax is calculated as a percentage of such prices.

Although it is the final consumer who is supposed to bear the tax, the consumer

price in a buyers1 market may be so low that the result is that the sellers

actually bear the tax.

There is a difference, however, between those taxes which are labelled

consumption taxes, and those which are cost increasing taxes but the purpose

of which is not for the consumer to bear them (although in fact he wj.ll'bear

them, of course). This difference is that when there is no - domestic - oon-
sumption for whatever raason, the tax is not imposed or, when and if imposed,

is refunded. This is particularly the case where the goods are exported.

With regard to non-cost increasing taxes, the situation is different. The

most important category is the various types of taxes on income and profitst -

taxes which are only payable if there is an income or a profit and in relation

to the amount thereof. Any taxpayer, and especially a businessman, will try

to shift his income/profits tax burden on to other people. Economists are
divided as to whether this actually happens, and if so, to what extent. It

would be beyond the scope of this paper to go into all arguments on this matter^

It is sufficient to state that if these taxes are shifted, this shifting

is subject to the same conditions as actual cost increasing taxes. However,

these taxes are never labelled as consumptioniaxes, although, if they are

shifted, it is the consumer who bears them.

For the subject under discussion one must distinguish between consumption

and other taxes. Only consumption taxes qualify for a refund if there is no

domestic consumption because of exports.

If two countries are compared whose overall tax burden expressed in a

percentage of the Gross National Product (GBP) or as an amount per capita is
the same, have different tax systems, A imposing only income taxes and B nnly,

say, VAT, then the effect on export prices is different.

In an oversimplified example this can be shown as follows.

Trader P in country A pays income tax which is assumed to constitute 10

per cent of his sales.

Trader R in country B pays VAT of 10 per cent on his sales except export

sales. , i.

Both P and R charge a net price (exclusive of tax) of 10,000 for exactly

the same product which they export to country C.

P must charge 10,000 + 10 per cent = 11,000 for his product.

R is entitled to exporting his product net of taxf i.e., at a price of

10,000.

In this situation, R would be in a competitive position, and P would not.
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■• ;■ In. other wards* \ Even if all taxes are shifted: on in prices, the difference,
ift tax *ey£tem'mayf lead to a different export position "because '■ some taxes are,

others are not refunded in respect of exports. > : ■

Thus, the composition of the tax system determines to a large extent whether

exportation is favoured or not, whereby the word "favoured" should not he

taken literally as meaning air export incentive. If exportation is favoured,

this is a "built-in advantage* .

2. The,, concept of exports f

The term "exports" 'seems very simple and clear. There are different export

situations, however} which make it necessary to say a few words on this subjeot.

Citizens of an exporting country may themselves sell their products abroad*

'They may also sell to foreign traders who have an office within the country.

The exported products may "be raw materials including agricultural produces, or

/they may have been processed ..within the country. In the latter .case,' their

value (i#e* their price) will "be higher.

.. -, In,discussing export promotion, it is important to distinguish between

these situations. A country may offer incentives for the exportation as such,

or it may offer such incentives as to favour the establishment of local pro

cessing industries whose products, if exported, will fetch a higher price.

3* Is, there a case forJBxes. in devising a scheme for export promotion?

Uijiei" the existing rules of GATT, the answer is no. Only to the extent

the tax system.is based on refundable consumption taxes,-does it influence

exports favourably. But-special fiscal export incentives are, as a general

rule, not allowed.. . ■*:.:' *

But there is nothing against the introduction of tax measures, the purpose

of which is to promote the establishment of industries which transform cheap

materials into more valuable finished or semi-finished products. These indus

tries may be established with local or foreign capital t-. the.result will be

the same.

4. Exports of raw materials directly by the local producer .

'■ '] The term "raw materials" is used here for products which can be produced

without much capital., i.e. essentially agricultural, products. With regard to

the exploitation of mineral resources, generally huge amounts of capital are

required, which makes the issue more complicated.

It will generally be difficult for local producers to directly find foreign

customers-'. Unless there is a sophisticated state export agency, they will have
to rely on foreign traders who know .the markets .well, and whose intermediate

functions are therefore very significant. However, they must be paid for their

services,'which means that the producers receive relatively less.
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. ;- It would be feasible to introduce fiscal measures so as to make it
possible for local producers to combine efforts and to build up- not only
an export organization, but also the know-how required for successfully sell
ing on foreign markets. .

5- Exports of semi-finished or finished products

A tax specialist is not an expert in industrialization schemes or in
subjects like the processing of agricultural products. To some extent,
however, he is familiar with economic principles, both as regards investment
of financial or intellectual capital and the principle of added economic
value.

Whatever a raw product may look like, it will always have to be processed
before it can be used. Exports are generally directed towards developed, i.e.
industrialized countries. If the processing takes place in those countries,
there are two main effects. On the one hand, the exporting country receives
less for its products because their value is rather low in the primary stage.
On the other hand, the cost of manpower in the industrialized countries is
very hxgh, which makes the sales price of the final product high as well.

It is of course oversimplifying matters to state that both effects can
be avoided or at least reduced by having the processing done as much as
possible in the exporting country, but nevertheless, there seem to be con
siderable advantages. If cheaper manpower is used, prices will be lower
and the products can be sold, more easily. If the exporting countries do
the processing themselves, they receive more for their products.

Tax incentives should be devised in such a manner-feat local processing
industries can be set up. Again, it does not matter whether this is done
with local or with foreign capital and know-how (for which a compensation
must be paid), as long as the exercise is successful and contributes to
an improvement of a conntry's infrastructure.

6. Exports through foreign dealers

Whatever the situation, one should always realize that selling a product
is a matter of knowing the markets. Local producers of ajiy kind do not
always have the enormous expertise of foreign firms who have been in business
for a very long time. It would seem feasible to create a tax climate whereby
the establishment of joint ventures with foreign firms is encouraged, if

necessary with government participation - although foreign firms may consider
this as a great obstacle.

Under the schemes indicated under 4io 6 supra as possibilities for a
better organization of trade and industry by exporting countries, taxes may
play a role at different levels, as results from the remarks made in section
1 supra. Starting at the end: the profits made on the export transacting
themselves may be highly taxed, especially if made ty foreign firms- This
high tax burden may be shifted forward in prices (if possible) or it may
be shifted back to the local suppliers in the form of lower prices paid to
them.
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